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Mission
Sunshine Community Health Center is committed to
accessible, proactive, quality health care, promoting
community wellness through outreach and education.

Vision
To become the healthiest rural area
in the USA
•Increased, integrated services
•Community involvement
•Training center for rural healthcare
providers
•Adequate funding
•Community and school-based
services
•Progressive, staying on the leading
edge of healthcare
•Highly functioning organization with
excellent systems and processes

Values
Compassion
Integrity
Community-Based
Fiscal Responsibility
Teamwork
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A Message from our Board
“You can’t fake quality any more than you can
fake a good meal”, William S. Burroughs.

2022

Throughout this last year and a half, the
steadfast employees of Sunshine Community
Health Care Center have kept their eyes on the
prize—high quality health care for all who enter
the doors of SCHC. There are no words to
adequately recognize the fortitude, passion and
dedication of SCHC’s staff. No matter what was
going on around them, the quality of care for our
patients never faltered. That is the most
important story of this year. These trying times
resulted in considerable losses for SCHC,
including but not limited to leadership, board
members and staff and the difficult but
necessary decision to close the Wasilla location.
The FQHC
(Federally Qualified Health Center) grant for
funding Community Health Centers (CHC) can
only be awarded to one grantee per service area,
and since the Wasilla HRSA grant is held by MatSu Health Services, without those additional
dollars the ability to make this a success was
limited.
The Board of Directors continued to carry on by
investing time and work into following the
National Association of Community Health
Center’s best practices guide for transitioning the
CEO position. We are so very pleased to embrace
the leadership and experienced guidance of Josh
Gilmore as our new CEO. An extra special thanks
to Duronda Twigg for her service as interim CEO
bringing a positive and smooth transition as we
awaited Josh’s arrival. Welcome back to Alaska,
Josh and Family!
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We have survived the gray clouds and the sun is
shining again. The foresight of the previous
leadership at SCHC in building our financial base
has carried us through this storm. The Board of
Directors has done extensive training with Alaska
Primary Care Association in restructuring the Board
of Directors to encourage inclusivity and minimize
information silos and elitism. This has resulted in a
broad foundation of trust, communication and solid
relationships between the Board of Directors,
leadership and the staff of SCHC. Training was also
completed in understanding what an FQHC means
and how the grant funding supports our mission.
Also, the Board of Directors has welcomed
multiple new members with special skill sets, such
as finance, health care and management to
enhance strategic planning for moving forward. We
welcome you to apply!
We absolutely need all of you! Stay tuned for
upcoming community forums so that we can hear
directly from you about how we can best serve this
community. Also, please volunteer to be a “Friend
of the Clinic” and sit on a committee so that we can
have more local voices heard. More minds, eyes
and voices contributing will always make the clinic
a better place.
Thank you to the community of the Upper Susitna
Valley for supporting SCHC through this troubling
time. You had our backs, and we have yours in our
shared vision of striving to become, “The
Healthiest Rural Area in the USA”.
Board of Directors
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From the CEO
Hello Sunshine Communities! I am excited to
have joined the Sunshine Community Health
Center (SCHC) this past August 2022. I have
over 30 years working in healthcare and my
passion is creating sustainability for rural
healthcare
in
today’s
challenging
environment. Ensuring that those who have
the least continue to get access to high
quality care, close to home. Having lived in
Alaska for about 20 years previously up in
Fairbanks and North Pole, my family and I are
excited to have returned home. My wife is
from Nenana and both our daughter and son
were born in Fairbanks. We have multiple
relatives spread across Alaska, most of whom
live in Fairbanks, North Pole, Nenana and
Anchorage. I love getting outdoors with my
family. Hunting, fishing, snowmachining, four
wheeling, and camping are what I enjoy the
most. While I am very excited and happy to be
back, I must also admit that I am well aware
that I am stepping into an organization that
has been through a lot of challenges these
past couple of years.
Starting with the unsuccessful roll-out of a
new clinic site in Wasilla, followed by a loss of
confidence in the leadership of SCHC, it has
been a whirlwind for our staff, the Board of
Directors and the communities we serve. The
SCHC staff, and members of the board, who
are here now have truly shown their mettle by
persevering through all these hardships in
their unwavering commitment to the health of
our communities.
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We also acknowledge that there are trust issues
that have stemmed from many of the difficulties
and challenges faced over the past several years. I
am committed to leading this organization forward
with responsible and experienced stewardship,
transparency, and a positive working environment.
I will have to earn your trust and want all of you to
know that I welcome your feedback and input on
how I can strive to better meet your medical,
dental, and behavioral healthcare needs here at
SCHC.Our dedicated Board of Directors and our
incredible staff are focused on getting SCHC back
on track to allow us to be the healthiest rural area
in the USA. With your input and feedback, we will
work to ensure that we provide the right care at
the right time in a sustainable manner so that you
may live your healthiest life possible.
Looking forward we are excited to collaborate with
our community to improve the healthcare of the
Upper Susitna Valley. We want to better
understand your needs and by working together
with local partners we can find solutions that are
sustainable. We are excited to work with Jessica
Stephens Community Foundation, Upper Susitna
Food Pantry, Sunshine Station Child Care Center
and so many others for the benefit of this region
and we are looking forward to working directly
with all of you to provide the right care at the right
time, close to home.
Thank you for your ongoing support of SCHC and
your dedication to helping us make SCHC your
provider of choice. You are the reason we exist,
and we are here to care for you.
Joshua E. Gilmore, CEO
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Behavioral Health Changes
Our behavioral health team has experienced significant changes over
the previous year. Our turnover rate has been high. Our team
currently consists of: a new BH Director, five Licensed Clinical Social
Workers
(LCSW), one Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC), one Licensed
Masters Level Social Worker (LMSW), a Behavioral Health Care
Manager (BHCM), and one Behavioral Health Administrative
Coordinator (BHAC). We are actively recruiting additional licensed
practitioners to add to the team.
School-based providers are rocking the school year, with already high
caseloads and will be piloting billing insurance for sustainability of
the grant.
Tanya Korta, LPC has also become certified in
neurofeedback and will be expanding her practice to provide these
services to school-based services initially.
Behavioral health positions have been consolidated to provide
flexibility to our providers on populations they would like to serve
and create a unique experience for our clinicians and community.
The focus for our providers is job satisfaction and tailoring their job
to populations they have the most experience servicing.
Our team is growing, with several members of our clinic currently
enrolled in Clinical Social Work programs. We are excited to be able
to grow our own clinical staff and know they will do great things.
Our team will be adding new groups to our practice, such as: CBT for
Chronic Pain Management, CBT for Insomnia, Coping with Life
Changing Illness, Coping with Grief, and Mindfulness. More groups
will be considered based on needs of the community.
We have also added a new part-time behavioral health Nurse
Practitioner to the team who splits his time between primary care
and behavioral health. Our team is welcoming a second Behavioral
Health Administrative Coordinator, who has MA licensing and
experience to assist with the Psychiatric clinics, as well as provide
additional support to our current BHAC.
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MEDICAL DEPARTMENT UPDATES
In the past year, Sunshine has seen some stabilization of staffing. Our
front office and support staff positions have been closer to fully staffed
than we have seen in a long time. As a result of this, we have seen many
improvements. With our improved staffing, we are able to respond to
requests and phone calls in a more timely fashion. Employees are not
feeling as overwhelmed and overworked. With improved moral, we see
improved quality of service and performance.
The difficult decision was made to close our Wasilla clinic. The closure of
the clinic will unfortunately result in the loss of three physicians from our
practice, as well as much of the front and back office support staff. Dr
Forman, will continue as Chief Medical Officer and will shift his practice to
the Willow clinic. All of the Wasilla patients are welcome to continue with
Sunshine, but will need to continue their care through Willow and
Talkeetna clinics and providers. We have worked to support both staff and
patients in developing satisfactory transitions to new jobs and new
providers.
The addition of Dr Forman, medical support staff, and the growing Willow
based Behavioral Health department has greatly increased the need to
proceed with the Willow expansion. We are considering some temporary
measures, such as use of trailers for some expanded space. Otherwise, we
are restarting the process of engaging architects to design an expansion
to meet our needs. While we wait for the expansion to be finished, we have
to be creative to make sure everyone has a place to work.
We continue our community outreach activities, both providing
information and education, as well as services to our communities. We
continue to provide COVID testing, COVID treatment, and COVID vaccines
both in our clinics and in cooperation with public health. As we continue to
provide primary care, we also are continuing to develop new services such
as chronic care management. Patients with multiple medical conditions
can receive assistance to help them identify and solve challenges that may
impede their care. We are developing a more integrated behavioral health
and medical care approach including support groups targeting patients
with specific needs. We continue to explore strategies to develop new
services that may be benefit our patients, neighbors, and community.
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2022 Financial
Report
Annual Update
Fiscal

Year

2022

was

a

challenge

for

Sunshine

Community Health Center (SCHC). We continued to deal
with the challenges posed by COVID19, from abnormal
service volumes to increased supply costs, it was a
difficult period. Additionally, the expected return on
investment

in

the

Wasilla

site

was

not

realized.

Unfortunately, expenses far outpaced our income for the
year. Thankfully, our BoD was able to invest money for
just such a rainy day and because of this, SCHC was able
to weather the storm.
We are excited for the future of SCHC as we refocus our
energies on establishing a firm financial foundation and
increasing our access to services in a sustainable manner
for the Upper Susitna Valley. With your continued
support and input we will be here for the long term to
provide high quality care, close to home.
Thank you for your support of SCHC! We are here to
serve your needs.
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REVENUE

Donations/Restricted Income Released 0%

HRSA 330 Govt.…

Insurance &
Patient
Payments 53%
Other Grants 9%
Other Income 3%

EXPENSES

Occupancy 4%

Depreciation 3%

Administrative 8%
Program Support* 8%

Personnel 77%

* All other expenses that support health center programs. For example: lab fees, medical
supplies, medications, vaccines, etc.

BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS
Current Assets
Property, Plant & Equipment
Long Term Investments
TOTAL

2,924,665
5,184,562
1,926,924
10,036,151

PATIENT VISITS

LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities
Long Term Liabilities
Net Assets
TOTAL

1,211,942
8,824,209
10,036,151

Behavioral Health
Dental
Medical
Vision
TOTAL

2,223
1,001

11,633

90
14,947
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Talkeetna Clinic
Mile 4.4
Talkeetna Spur Rd.

Willow Clinic
24091
Long Lake Rd.

(907) 733-2273

(907) 495-4100

HC89 Box 8190
Talkeetna, AK 99676

PO Box 1049 Willow,
AK 99688

www.sunshineclinic.org
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